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La correspondance entre Henri Poincare´ et Go¨sta Mittag-Leffler. Avec en annexe les
lettres e´change´es par Poincare´ avec Fredholm, Gylde´n et Phragme´n. Presentation
and notes by Philippe Nabonnand. Publications of the Henri Poincare´ Archives. Basel
(Birkha¨user). 1999. 421 pp. CHF 228.
Reviewed by Klaus Volkert
Universita¨t Frankfurt, Institut fu¨r Didaktik der Mathematik, Postfach 111932, D-60054 Frankfurt a. M., Germany
This book contains 259 letters exchanged between Henri Poincare´ (1854–1912) and
Go¨sta Mittag-Leffle (1846–1927); they are supplemented by a letter from Ivar Fredholm
to Poincare´, two letters from Edvard Phragme´n to Poincare´, and some correspondence
between Poincare´ and Hugo Gylde´n. Editor Philippe Nabonnand of the Poincare´-Archives
at Nancy has provided an introduction of about 25 pages, an abundant bibliography of
nearly 20 pages, and an index nominorum with short but valuable indications concerning
the persons mentioned in the text.
The correspondence between Poincare´ andMittag-Leffle started in April 1881, when the
latter wrote to the young Frenchmathematician asking for, among other things, a copy of his
thesis “Sur les proprie´te´s des fonctions de´finie par les e´quations aux differences partielles”
(1879). It was Charles Hermite who gave the hint about Poincare´ to Mittag-Leffle . At that
timeMittag-Leffle was professor ofmathematics at theUniversity ofHelsingfors (Finland);
he was later appointed to the chair of the newly founded Ho¨gskola at Stockholm, where
he stayed for his whole career. In 1881 Mittag-Leffle was an established mathematician,
a devoted student of Karl Weierstrass, and already well known for his result (1879) on
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meromorphic functions, now called the Mittag-Leff er Theorem. In contrast, Poincare´ was
right at the beginning of his career; about one and a half years earlier he had been appointed
maıˆtre de confe´rences at the university of Caen, thus escaping from the dangerous work
of a mining engineer at Ve´soul (see the curriculum vitae written by Poincare´ himself,
p. 303). So the two men were in different positions and had as well different styles of
doing and writing mathematics. More than once, Mittag-Leff er complained of the loose
style of Poincare´’s papers, the lack of that rigor so important to Weierstrass and his school
(Hermite, Poincare´’s maıˆtre, shared this point of view with Mittag-Leff er). But Mittag-
Leff er recognised Poincare´ as a promising and prolif c young mathematician.
Moreover Mittag-Leff er had an ambitious project in mind at that time. Remembering
Niels Abel’s important role in establishing the fame of August Leopold Crelle’s Journal
fu¨r die reine und angewandte Mathematik he decided to invite Poincare´ to contribute to
his own mathematical journal, Acta mathematica, the f rst issue of which was published
in December 1882. Because Poincare´’s letters to Mittag-Leff er of that period are lost it is
not completely clear why Poincare´ accepted the proposition of the Swedish mathematician.
But it is obvious that for him, publishing in a non-French journal was important, because
only in this way could he be sure that he would be read in Germany also. We know that
Poincare´’s German was quite good (e.g., he corrected the French translation of one article
by Georg Cantor on set theory (p. 118ff) and delivered lectures in German on the occasion
of his stay in Go¨ttingen in 1909 (p. 355)). But to publish regularly in a German journal was
not considered appropriate for a French mathematician in that period of Germanophobia
in France (cf. p. 87). So Poincare´ published his series on Fuchsian and Kleinian functions
(in modern langage, these are automorphic functions; see Letter 3 for some information on
Poincare´’s background) in Mittag-Leff er’s journal (as well as many other articles; see the
study given by the editor in his Introduction, p. 22f).
From the outset of his work on this subject he was engaged in the well-known struggle
for priority (and names) with Felix Klein (p. 87ff) and later also with Hermann Amandus
Schwarz (p. 98ff). Here the advice of Mittag-Leff er, experienced in such diplomatic ques-
tions, was crucial. These struggles should also be seen in the context of theGerman situation,
with its conf icts between Klein and the Berlin school (here, in particular, Lazarus Fuchs,
then at Heidelberg; cf. p. 94): “I have received the note by Fuchs and I think he is right.
The struggles among the German geometers are degrading to them and to science as well”
(Mittag-Leff er to Poincare´, 10/4/1882; p. 94). An important feature of that period is also
the diff cult French–German relations after the Franco-Prussian War of 1870/1871 (p. 56,
107, 120f and 247).
The letters between 1881 and 1887—about 60 letters—show us the history of this collab-
oration. But we also learn about Poincare´ constructing his career (his 1882 nomination in
Paris asmaıˆtre de confe´rences, in 1885 charge´ de cours, in 1886 Professor at the Faculte´ des
sciences, and, from 1887 on, member of the Academy of Sciences, geometry section) with
some valuable information about the circumstances (p. 151ff). Here, as inmany other places,
Philippe Nabonnand has completed the informations given by the letters themselves using
other sources (often not published before), in particular from archives at Djursholm, Nancy,
and Paris. Many aspects of Parisian mathematical life are involved; the French Mathe-
matical Society of that period has been studied by Martin Zerner under the apt heading of
“Matheusie” (Zerner 1991). Reading Zerner’s article is highly recommended to the reader
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of the correspondence, in case he is not familiar with the French situation (one example:
Paul Appell and E´mile Picard, both rivals of Poincare´ for a seat in the Academy, were both
sons-in-law of Hermite, the most important mathematician, besides Gaston Darboux, in that
institution). From the correspondence, we also learn a bit about Poincare´’s style of work
(p. 189, 194, 208, 289) and a few details on his private life: his marriage and the birth of
his children, their moving to rue Claude Bernard (p. 154), the death of his mother (the only
crisis in Poincare´’s mathematical life! See p. 272ff), Poincare´’s sickness (p. 348f). Some
other interesting comments concern Klein’s Erlangen program (p. 138), Poincare´’s reading
of Riemann (p. 105), and his position with respect to Cantor’s set theory (p. 121) and to
general relativity (p. 358f).
The second part of the correspondence is dominated by the “King Oscar Prize.” In order
to celebrate his 60th birthday in 1889, King Oscar II of Sweden, who was very interested in
science, decided, on Mittag-Leff er’s advice, to open a mathematical competition (p. 158).
The task was to answer one of the four questions published in the Acta (which was, by the
way, supported by King Oscar) in the spring of 1885 (p. 160f). The questions were formu-
lated by Weierstraß and Hermite, who, together with Mittag-Leff er, formed the scientif c
board of the competition. The composition of the board provoked protests by Leopold
Kronecker, who felt more competent than they on the subjects proposed. This was the be-
ginning of the open and very severe struggle between Weierstraß and Kronecker (for some
other aspects of this struggle, see the 1988 book by Biermann). The end of the story of the
prize is well known—it has been analysed in detail by June Barrow-Green (see [Barrow-
Green 1997]). The price was awarded to Poincare´ (as Mittag-Leff er desired) for his paper
dealing with celestial mechanics. Mittag-Leff er wrote to Poincare´ (15.11.1888):
MM. Hermite, Weierstrass and myself have f nished our reading of your paper. Very conf dentially I
inform you that we are all of the opinion that you have once again produced a masterpiece of the f rst
order and that your paper marks the beginning of a new era in celestial mechanics. But I do not want to
hide from you that the study of your paper was very diff cult for us. Often you do not give demonstrations
for theorems which are very general and very diff cult, or you give some indications which are so short
that one has to torment oneself for days in order to judge justly the profundity of your ideas. (p. 177)
But soon after the off cial distribution of the prize to Poincare´ in January 1887, Poincare´–
motivated by some remarks of Phragme´n’s–found an important mistake in his paper, a
mistake which could not be corrected (p. 215ff). This was very embarrassing, f rst because
the scientif c board had overlooked this severe mistake and second because of critics like
Kronecker who were just waiting for such an event to provoke a scandal. But the worst
thing was that Poincare´’s paper was already printed and distributed as a fascicule of Acta
mathematica. All these details are nicely ref ected by the letters and completed bymuch very
valuable information collected by the editor. But Mittag-Leff er kept cool and managed the
crisis: all fascicules were recalled by him, the paper was corrected by Poincare´ and printed
once again. ItwasPoincare´whopaid for that secondprinting so that all themoneyhe received
for the prize (and then some) was spent. Thus the published version wasn’t the paper that
won the prize, a fact which caused a protest from Weierstraß (p. 222ff). But Mittag-Leff er
calmed his master and nothing happened except some very unpleasant rumours (cf. p. 222).
Poincare´’s paper led also to a controversy with the Swedish astronomer Gylde´n, in which
Mittag-Leff er participated. It should be noted also that in this period Sofja Kowalewskaja
appeared in Stockholm and that Mittag-Leff er wrote often about her work to Poincare´.
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Mittag-Leff er succeeded in founding an important school of mathematics at Stockholm
(we f nd there [p. 233] Helge von Koch, Phragme´n, Kowalewskaja, Fredholm; later on we
meet Ivar Otto Bendixson as another member of Mittag-Leff er’s school).
The third period in the correspondance started about 1889, after the prize problem was
settled. Both Mittag-Leff er and Poincare´ were widely known and highly estimated mathe-
maticians. Many of their letters deal with institutional questions and mathematics itself is
pushed a bit to the background.Mittag-Leff er continued his struggle with Svante Arrhenius
and his friends—a struggle (cf. p. 253f) which became even more important after the cre-
ation of the Nobel prize (1901). In 1895, the Acta were attacked by the Swedish Parliament,
which tried to eliminate the subventions given to the Acta. In defending his journal Mittag-
Leff er sought, with the help of Hermite, Darboux, and Poincare´, to be elected to the French
Academy, where a place had been left vacant by the death of Weierstrass. But this wish
was considered to be premature; it was also felt that a German mathematican should be
elected. The nameswhichwere discussedwere Fuchs,Klein, Rudolf Lipschitz, and Schwarz
(p. 256); Fuchs and Schwarz were f nally elected. This is very interesting because it shows
clearly the esteem for Fuchs and Schwarz felt in France at that period, banishing Klein to
the third rank. But his French friends, in particular Henri Poincare´, were not lazy: with the
help of Raymond Poincare´, the cousin of Henri, who was at this period the Ministre de
l’e´ducation nationale, they succeeded in getting Mittag-Leff er’s nomination as an off cer
of the Le´gion d’honneur (this shows clearly that Poincare´ was now able to take part in in-
stitutional manoeuvering). Mittag-Leff er had to wait until 1900 for a place in the Academy
(p. 279f).
Around 1900 Mittag-Leff er conceived a new project: the “Monumenta mathematica.”
The idea was that leading mathematicians of the period should describe and analyse their
own mathematical work—a custom which was practiced in France when somebody pro-
posed his candidature for the Academy (Poincare´ has written a “Notice sur les travaux
scientif ques deM. Poincare´ (re´dige´e par lui-meˆme)” in 1884 which was rewritten in 1886).
Mittag-Leff er wanted to open a new series—which was never to see the light of day—with
a work by Poincare´ himself and an article aboutWeierstrass. On his demand, Poincare´ wrote
the “Analyse de ses travaux scientif ques” which was published by Mittag-Leff er in the
volume of the Acta dedicated to Poincare´’s memory (the “Analyse” was printed in 1913,
though the complete Vol. 38 was not published until 1921).
After the founding of theNobel prizes (1901),Mittag-Leff er, as amember of the Swedish
Academy,was concerned in particularwith the physics prize.Herewe f nd twomain features
in the correspondence with Poincare´; f rst, the question of support for Mittag-Leff er’s
candidates (such as Hendrik Lorentz), and second, Mittag-Leff er’s f ght to award Poincare´
himself this prize. In 1909Mittag-Leff er seemed to be near his goal but f nally his enemies,
headed once again by Arrhenius, succeeded in giving the prize to Karl Ferdinand Braun
and GuglielmoMarconi. Mittag-Leff er’s idea was to promote theoretical physics as against
experimental physics (The story of Poincare´’s Nobel Prize andMittag-Leff er’s engagement
has been analysed elsewhere by Elizabeth Crawford [Crawford 1984 and 1987]).
It is not possible to mention here all the details and all the information one can f nd in
this book, the material of which is extremely rich. It is this relative completeness which
distinguishes this edition from others (hitherto the most important edition of Poincare´’s
letters was certainly that by Pierre Dugac [Dugac 1986, 1989]). Here a building has been
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erected by many contributors (brick by brick, as a well-knownmetaphor about mathematics
itself says); it is the great merit of Nabonnand to have collected so much information in his
notes and to have completed it by many sources from several archives not yet published.
These notes inform the reader not only about mathematical, personal, and institutional
aspects but also about the political and social context in which the protagonists of the book
acted. Thus one has the chance to get a very complete view of them.
Nearly everything I found in this book was correct and conf dent, which is astonishing
in the face of such a huge quantity of material. The list of sources, articles and books, given
in the Appendix is very rich; in particular, the many publications by Poincare´ are treated in
a concise way, citing not only the Oeuvres but also their original place of publication. We
have here a book which is easy to handle for the reader; its conception is clear and easy to
grasp.
There is no correspondence by Poincare´ as large and complete as that with Mittag-
Leff er. What we see in Nabonnand’s book is the whole career of Poincare´ from the young
mathematician to the great f gure in the scientif c world, having diff culty in remembering
all the Academies etc. of which he was a member. It is not the private man who is present
in these letters; there is always a certain reserve on both sides in the correspondence. Even
private remarks are rare; Poincare´ remains always objective and discrete (one of the rare
exceptions: “Le successeur de M. Kummer sera, je pense, M. Weierstrass; mais l’e´lection
ne se fera que dans quelques mois; je pense qu’il n’y aura pas de diff culte´, bien qu’il
soit toujours diff cile de pre´voir l’avenir car les Acade´mies sont changeantes comme les
femmes.” (p. 247); letter by Poincare´ to Mittag-Leff er 5/7/1893). Mittag-Leff er was a
bit more open (cf. his remarks on Schwarz and his colleagues at Stockholm), but his true
conf dant in France was Paul Painleve´, not Poincare´. There is some mathematics discussed
in the correspondence, in particular in its f rst half. These are in general rather technical
questions often raised by the reading of Poincare´’s papers by Mittag-Leff er and others.
As far as I can see all these questions concern complex analysis, differential equations,
and celestial mechanics, domains which greatly interested Mittag-Leff er. Other important
mathematics developed by Poincare´—e.g., his work on algebraic topology 1892–1904—
is not discussed here. So it is not mathematics itself which makes this correspondence so
important. In my opinion, it is the insight into the functioning of the scientif c community of
those days—under the diff cult circumstances after the Franco-GermanWar—which makes
this collection so important. It is a source for all scholars who want to investigate that very
important period, in particular in relation to France, Germany, and Sweden. For all those,
the book edited by Philippe Nabonnand is to be highly recommended.
Some additional remarks by Nabonnand on the correspondence between Poincare´ and
Mittag-Leff er can be found in [Nabonnand 1999] and [Nabonnand 2000].
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